American Literature: Realism to Present
ENG 221WA – SP ’21, (online course conducted through Canvas)
Dr. Kristen Egan, Associate Professor
Email: kegan@marybaldwin.edu
Office: ACA 301
Address: 318 Prospect St. Staunton, VA 24401
Phone: 540-887-7173
Office Hours: TBA
THIS IS NOT THE OFFICIAL SYLLABUS FOR THIS COURSE. THE
OFFICIAL SYLLABUS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO REGISTERED
STUDENTS VIA CANVAS WHEN THE COURSE BEGINS. CHANGES WILL
BE MADE.
Texts:
Required:
The Norton Anthology of American Literature 8th ed. General Ed. Nina Baym. Package 2:
Vols. C, D, and E. New York: Norton, 2012. ISBN: 978-0-393-91310-1
Recommended (not required):
Acheson, Katherine O. Writing Essays about Literature: a Brief Guide for University and
College Students. Toronto: Broadview Press, 2011. ISBN: 1551119927**
**The Acheson book is not required, but I highly recommend it if you are just returning to school after a
hiatus, major in a different discipline, or have never done well in literature courses. It will not be directly
incorporated into the course, but can help you individually with writing essays.

Course Description:
This course will explore American literature from 1865 to the present by
examining a wide variety of genres: novels, short stories, poetry, drama, and essays. We
will observe how these writers imagine America and the American after the Civil War,
exploring Realism, Regionalism, Naturalism, Modernism, and Postmodernism. This
course will pay particular attention to literary movements and literary form, exploring
how authors use form to generate or disrupt nationalism.
This is a three-semester-hour course that earns LO1 credit for Humanities and
LO3 credit for Writing. It is an elective for the English major.
Course Objectives:
• To learn about American history and culture after 1865 through reading primary
texts from the period.
• To compare literary texts from a given period or genre to learn how these authors
responded to their cultural milieu through writing, noting the similarities,
differences, and contradictions in these responses.
• To develop close reading skills.
• To learn how to use close reading skills to construct written arguments about
literature.
• To learn how others have interpreted these texts over time. This includes
generating your own interpretations as well as learning about your classmates’
readings of these texts.
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Instructor Information:
I started working for the English department at Mary Baldwin nine years ago.
Prior to this position, I worked at Le Moyne College in Syracuse, NY, where I taught
courses in American Literature, Literature and the Environment, and writing. I have an
interdisciplinary background, earning my doctorate in English at Loyola University
Chicago, my M.A. in English from the State University of New York (SUNY) at
Cortland, and a B.S. in Biology from Le Moyne College. I specialize in nineteenthcentury American literature, focusing on issues of nature, race, and identity. My
dissertation, Infectious Agents: Race and Environment in Nineteenth-Century America,
examines the mutual constructions of space and race in America across the long
nineteenth century. I have been published in Women’s Studies Quarterly, Western
American Literature, Studies in the Novel, and was an invited guest on BackStory with
the American History Guys, a public radio program that aired on more than 100 public
radio stations in 38 states, on an episode entitled, "Rinse and Repeat: Cleanliness in
America."
Course Policies:
Assignments: Papers should be submitted through Blackboard under the
“Assignments” section. If you have trouble submitting the assignment through
Blackboard, email it to me as a Word attachment (or embed the paper into the body of
your email if absolutely necessary). Do not submit papers via Google docs or other
formats (Word only). I will grade papers using “track changes” in Word. Since you are
submitting your work electronically, be sure to save your work before submitting it. All
papers must be double-spaced, in 12 point font, with standard margins in Times New
Roman. When saving your work, always insert your name in your file name. Any
missing papers or exams receive zeros and will result in automatic failure of the
course.
NOTE: Because of the nature of this course, you CANNOT wait until the end of the
semester to do the reading and written work. Written assignments and discussion
board postings have deadlines with penalties for lateness.
Revision: Students have the option to revise Formal Paper #1 (if you revise, the
original grade and revision grade are averaged). Response papers which receive
“UNSATs” (unsatisfactory) can also be revised. Response paper revisions are due one
week after the original has been returned to you. I will not accept late revisions.
Late Work: If you turn in a paper late, your grade for that paper will be lowered
by 1/3 of a grade each week it is late (for example, a “C+” would become a “C”). While
the deduction increases weekly, please note that the penalty is enacted the first day the
assignment is late (there is no grace period). I will not grant last minute extensions;
however, if you foresee a conflict with a paper deadline, speak to me ahead of time, and I
might be able to grant you extension. If extenuating circumstances prevent you from
turning in a paper on time, notify me immediately. While late work receives a deduction,
it still receives credit. Missing assignments receive no credit (a zero) and will result in
failure of the course.
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NOTE: I will only grant an ET (extended time) for extreme circumstances, and you
must have 2/3 of the work completed. (An extreme circumstance might include death
of an immediate family member or extended hospitalization of the student).
Expectations: Students are expected to keep up with the reading, do all written
assignments (three response papers, two formal papers, five data collections), take a
midterm and final exam, and post on Blackboard weekly. Since the class will be
communicating through discussion boards, it is imperative that students treat each other
respectfully. If personal issues arise or you get behind on your work for whatever reason,
notify me immediately. I can only assist students who ask for help!
Correspondence: While we can arrange phone conversations, video conversations,
or face-to-face meetings, email is the most efficient way to contact me. When emailing
me, please put your course and section number in the subject line (Eng. 221WA). If you
are asking a question that would benefit the class, then please ask it through Blackboard;
there will be an “ask your professor” thread available every week on the discussion
board.
Plagiarism: Stealing someone else’s ideas or words without proper
acknowledgment is unacceptable. All work written for this course (including the
discussion board), must be generated for this class exclusively. Sources must be properly
documented in MLA format. Plagiarism is defined as follows:
• Using the exact words of another person’s work/writing without
acknowledgement of your source through the use of quotation marks and
correct citation/documentation;
• Rephrasing a passage by another writer without giving proper credit;
• Using someone else’s facts or ideas without acknowledgement;
• Using a piece of writing for one course that was already used in a previous
course (or in courses in which you are simultaneously enrolled) without
express permission from both instructors to do so; and
• Presenting fabricated or falsified citations or materials.
Cheating on exams is also an affront to the principle of academic honesty and the Mary
Baldwin Honor Code. These are serious offences and will be punished accordingly.
Suspected plagiarism/cheating may result in a failing grade for this course.
Special Needs: If you have a disability (physical or leaning) that may prevent you
from meeting course requirements, contact Associate Provost Dr. Carey Usher at (540)
887-7064 or cusher@marybaldwin.edu as soon as possible. Course requirements will not
be waived but reasonable accommodations can be developed.
Using Blackboard:
• You should check Blackboard (abbreviated as BB) multiple times a week, paying
particular attention to the “All Announcements” section, which is where I will
announce changes.
•

Go the “Getting Started” section for a brief introduction on what to do first and
information on proper online course etiquette and technology requirements. The
“Faculty Contact” section contains my contact information; the “Syllabus and
Books” section contains the official syllabus for the course and information on the
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books; the “Course Schedule” section contains a quick view of the schedule (the
schedule is also in the syllabus).
•

Notes on the weekly readings will be posted under “Content,” another section
you should check regularly. This section is broken into folders by week. Each
week, you should do the weekly reading, and then go to the Content section and
view the notes on the readings. You will find that some questions in the notes do
not have answers. This is because these questions are Discussion Board questions
which will be answered through class discussion (explained below). After each
weekly discussion board is completed, I will attach a pdf of Smartboard notes to
each content item. These notes are slightly different than the original version of
notes and contain answers to discussion board questions (hence, they are more
complete than the original notes). The Smartboard notes are useful when
studying for exams. The Content section also contains “Research” and “Writing”
folders full of potentially useful materials on writing essays, grammar, and
research.

•

Writing Assignments – including data collections, response papers, formal papers,
and exams – will be posted under the “Assignments” section of Blackboard, and
you will submit assignments here. The “Assignments” section will be broken into
three folders: two contain the specific assignments according to week and the
other folder, called “General Assignment Info. & Grading Info.” contains general
information about assignment types and how things are graded. Be sure to review
the materials in this general folder the first few weeks of class. (You will miss
very important information if you skip this).

•

You need to look at the “Discussions” section (abbreviated DB) of Blackboard
multiple times a week because you will need to do weekly postings.
o What is a posting? – You need to write at least one posting per week. I
will drop the two lowest posting grades. (So, if you have a bad week and
fail to post by Sunday, the zero you would receive for that would
hopefully be dropped). Your posting must respond to the reading by
attempting to answer at least one of the discussion questions I have posted
under “Discussions.” You should also respond to your fellow classmates
within your posting if possible. Your comment should be at least 200
words or more.
Within the “Discussion” section of Blackboard, each week will have its
own “forum” simply labeled by week (i.e. “Week 1”). I will post the
discussion questions as “threads” on the discussion board, and you can
choose which question(s) you wish to answer. You do not have to answer
every discussion question within the forum to meet the minimum
requirement for postings, but students who post under multiple threads
earn higher grades.
Keep in mind that the point of the discussion board is to discuss; hence,
constant repetition is not that fruitful. If one thread has 10 comments and
another has none, post under a different thread. Feel free to ask questions
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within this medium, as well as make comments. Try to respond to your
classmates’ comments: a good response goes beyond saying “I like this”
by explaining why, engaging the content, and trying to propel the
conversation forward. It can be particularly helpful when a posting cites a
text (giving the page number) to prove its point.
o When are postings due? – Your weekly posting is always due by the end
of the week (Sunday at midnight).
o

How are they graded? – Your discussion board postings will collectively
count towards your final grade for the semester (worth a total of 60
points). When evaluating your discussion board grades, I will consider
your engagement with the reading, with your classmates, and across the
discussion board forum for that week. Students who go beyond the
minimum requirements, show interest and originality in their posts, and
move conversations forward (rather than just repeating), score higher on
the discussion board. Postings are graded on a six-point scale on
Blackboard (rubric visible under Assignments).

o I do expect you to read everything on the discussion board, including
questions which you did not respond to and postings that might have been
made after you posted. Keep in mind that many students will post over
the weekend, and I will make my comments after the discussion board
closes (typically by Friday night). I often post very important notes this
way; this material will appear on your final exam. Therefore, you will
need to revisit the discussion board after the Sunday due date to make
sure you have read everyone’s comments including mine.
I plan on “closing” each weekly discussion board the Friday after the reading is
due (again, readings and postings are always due by Sunday night). When I say
“close,” I mean that I will have responded to the discussion board at this point and
graded it on Blackboard. The discussion will still be visible, but anyone who
posts past the due date will not receive credit (unless I grant you special
permission). This means that if you do not keep up with your weekly postings,
you will lose your opportunity to post which will negatively affect your final
grade.
•

If you have any technical problems contact the Help desk at 540-887-7075 or
http://help.marybaldwin.edu.

Grading:
Formal Paper #1 (5-8 pages)
Formal Paper #2 (5-8 pages)
Midterm exam
Final exam
Response papers (3)
Discussion Board
Data collections

- 100 points
- 100
- 80
- 80
- 60 (each response paper is worth 20 points)
- 60 (Each posting is worth 6 points. There will be 12 DBs.
Students drop the two lowest grades for a total of 10)
- 20 (5 data collections, each is worth 4 points)
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A student’s total earned points over the course of the semester will be divided by a total
of 500 points to calculate his/her grade. A full description of the grading scale for the
course, papers, data collections, and discussion board can be found on Blackboard under
“Assignments.” This percentage score will be converted according to the following
MBU grade scale:

B+ = 87 - 89
C+ = 77 - 79
D+ = 67 - 69
F ≤ 59

A ≥ 93 - 100
B = 83 - 86
C = 73 - 76
D = 63 - 66

A- = 90 - 92
B- = 80 - 82
C- = 70 - 72
D- = 60 - 62

Course Schedule: Instructor holds the right to change the schedule at any time. Page
numbers are written in parenthesis. Your discussion board posts based on the weekly
reading are due every Sunday @ midnight and are not individually written on the
schedule. You are not required to read the biographies or additional materials in your
textbook; however, you will find them helpful if you do.
Week 1 (Mon. Sun.)
Week 2

Week 3

Introduction, Howells from “Novel-Writing and Novel-Reading: An
Impersonal Explanation” (905-7), Dreiser “True Art Speaks Plainly”
(916-17), start reading Twain
Twain Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (130-309), Data Collection Resp. #1 due (Sat. 1/20 @ midnight), Response Paper #1 Due (Sun.
@ midnight)
James “Daisy Miller” (421-59)

Week 5

Jewett “A White Heron” (526-33), Chesnutt “The Goophered
Grapevine” (699-706), Data Collection – Resp. #2 (Sat. @ midnight),
Response Paper #2 Due (Sun. @ midnight)
Chopin The Awakening (561-652)

Week 6

MIDTERM EXAM (Sun. @ midnight), no discussion board

Week 7

Frost selected poetry (230-52 switch to Vol. D.), Hughes selected
poetry (869-81), Data Collection – Form. #1 due (Wed. @
midnight), FORMAL PAPER #1 DUE (Sun. @ midnight)
Eliot: “Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” (368-71), “Tradition and the
Individual Talent” (372-75),“The Hollow Men” (391-94), Moore
selected poetry (359-65) (last day to withdrawal or change to P/NC is
Fri.)
SPRING BREAK, no discussion board
Faulkner As I Lay Dying (698-793), OPTIONAL FORMAL PAPER
#1 REVISION DUE (Sun. @ midnight)
Miller Death of a Salesman (238-303, switch to Vol. E),
Recommended – watch film version, Data Collection – Resp. #3 (due
Sat. @ midnight), Response Paper #3 Due (Sun. @ midnight)
Ginsberg: Howl (492-99), “Footnote to Howl” (500), “A Supermarket
in California” (500-501)
Pynchon “Entropy” (725-36), Data Collection – Form #2 due (Sun.

Week 4

Week 8

Week 9
Week 10
Week 11

Week 12
Week 13
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Week 14
Week 15

@ midnight)
Morrison “Recitatif” (609-23), FORMAL PAPER #2 DUE (Sun. @
midnight)
FINAL EXAM DUE (Sun. @ midnight)
Any late work must be turned in by Mon. @ midnight

